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Imagine Mercury 

By Tony Mallama 

 

An observer on  planet Mercury would see all the other bodies of the solar system as ‘outer planets’. So, there 

would be no beautiful crescent phases and no attention-getting transits of the Sun. On the other hand, one would 

only have to wait about three months between oppositions for most of the planets because that is the length of a 

year on Mercury. 

Perhaps the most interesting feature of the Mercurian sky, though, would be our home planet – the  bluish ‘star’ 

called Earth. Ranging from magnitude -3 to -5, the bright heavenly body would sometimes outshine brilliant Venus 

as seen by terrestrial observers.  

Not to be outdone, however, Venus itself would sometimes reach an astonishing magnitude -8 from Mercury. This 

extreme brilliancy occurs when an observer on Mercury sees Venus from a relatively small distance at its opposition 

from the Sun. 

As for the other naked-eye planets, Jupiter and Saturn would look about equally bright from Mercury as they do 

from the Earth. That is since their distances to Mercury are not much different from those to the Earth. Mars would 

be bright but it would undergo smaller variations as compared to those seen by terrestrial observers. 

Planetary conjunctions would occur rapidly because Mercury speeds around the Sun so quickly. Thus it changes its 

perspective on the other worlds dramatically in just a few days time. In fact, on the date of the last CVAS meeting 

(May 6) there was a conjunction of the Earth and Jupiter visible from Mercury in the constellation Virgo as shown in 

Figure 1. The Earth at magnitude -4 was about 8 degrees from Jupiter at magnitude -2. The view of Jupiter in the 

constellation Virgo was similar to that we terrestrial observers witnessed except that we didn’t see the Earth of 

course! 

Later this year on December 1, Jupiter will again be involved in a conjunction. As seen from Mercury, the giant plan-

et is closely approached by Venus. The two planets, at magnitudes -5 and -2 respectively, will be separated by just 

one degree as shown in Figure 2. There will be a similar Venus-Jupiter conjunction in November. The planets will 

only be about 14 degrees from the Sun in November but that would not greatly impair observations from the sur-

face of airless Mercury. 

Next year there will be a really spectacular conjunction of Venus and the Earth on 2018 October 16. The planets will 

be shining at magnitudes -5 and -3, respectively. They will be separated by just two degrees in the constellation Ar-

ies. As explained in the caption to Figure 3 an observer on the Earth, looking in exactly the opposite direction, would 

see a conjunction of Mercury and Venus. 

In the year 2020 a rare conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn will be visible from both the Earth and from Mercury. Ter-

restrial observers will see the two planets come closest together in the constellation Capricorn on December 21. 

From Mercury there will actually be several  conjunctions due to that planet’s rapid motion around the Sun. The 

closest approach is shown in Figure 4 for the date of November 8 when the planets will be magnitudes -2 and +1, 

respectively, and separated by less than a degree.  
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Of course there are some ‘small’ inconveniences for the observer on Mercury. One is that temperatures range from 

+800 degrees Fahrenheit on the day-side of the planet to -300 degrees on the night-side. In principle though the 

innermost planet would be a wonderful place from which to watch the other seven. Perhaps there will be a com-

fortable climate-controlled observatory on Mercury at some date. For now, just imagine. 

 

 

Figure 1. The Earth and Jupiter as seen from Mercury on 2017 May 6. Our home planet  appeared 2 magnitudes 

brighter than Jupiter and 5 magnitudes brighter than the star Spica. 
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Figure 2. Venus and Jupiter as seen from Mercury on 2017 December 1. Venus will be more than 200 times bright-

er than Spica. Mars is the bright object to the north of the constellation Corvus. 
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Figure 3. Venus and Earth as seen from Mercury in the constellation Aries on 2018 October 16. Venus will be 2 

magnitudes brighter than the Earth and 5 magnitudes brighter than the star Aldebaran  in the constellation Tau-

rus. Since Mercury, Venus and the Earth lie in nearly a straight line, a terrestrial observer would see a conjunction 

of Mercury and Venus on the same date. 
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Figure 4. The conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn as seen from Mercury on 2020 November 8. The planets’ positions 

on that date are indistinguishable at the scale of this chart. The looped line indicates the prograde and retrograde 

apparent motion of Jupiter which spans 360 days beginning on 2020 May 11 (at right) and ending on  2021 May 

6. There are 4 loops because Mercury orbits the Sun 4 times in that interval. Each retrograde loop corresponds to 

one opposition of Jupiter as seen from Mercury. Terrestrial observers would only see 1 loop instead of 4. Saturn 

executes smaller loops due to its greater distance. The motion of Saturn is not shown here. 
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Understanding and Building the Equatorial Platform 

By George Trimble 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I’ve always found equatorial mounts difficult to wrap my mind around. The numerous axes of movement, and their 

orientations in space can be perplexing to envision. Despite previously having convinced myself of the truth of the 

geometric principles upon which they are founded, I’ve had to revisit these principles from time to time to refresh 

my knowledge, and get reoriented. 

Least challenging to cognition, perhaps, is the English yoke mount. With its long axis aimed at the North Star, it is 

relatively intuitive to see how it mimics the rotation of the earth. The horseshoe mount is a variation on the yoke 

mount, being a modification to decrease the size of the mount. The horseshoe shaped disc is in a plane parallel to 

the equator, and so reminds us that the axis of rotation is parallel with the north–south polar axis. The German 

equatorial mount begins to boggle the mind, but is still accessible to understanding with careful thought about spa-

tial relationships and, perhaps, a sketch. The platform mount, however, seems to me to defy reason. Very scant vis-

ual evidence is offered, as to the axis of rotation, to give a hint of its mechanism to the casual eye. The purpose of 

this paper is to make clear how to visualize this tricky little marvel, and to show how I built one. 

The greatest advantage offered by the equatorial platform, is that it gives tracking functionality to those with Dob-

sonian telescope mounts, which move in altitude and azimuth. Any telescope (or camera!), on any kind of mount 

may be set on an equatorial platform and set in motion, though for these other types of mounts, there are more 

efficient means to do so. An amateur with minimal investment, simple tools and a bit of time may build an equatori-

al mount. I’m impressed by the precision offered by the elegant simplicity of this design solution. 
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The Theory 

Let’s begin with the geometric foundations. Refer to the next diagram. Shown is the earth with its north–south equato-

rial pole and an observer at some latitude designated by the angle theta (ϴ). The local horizon for this observer is 

indicated by a tangent line to the earth’s circle at his location. Shown also are parallel rays of light from the North Star 

“raining” down on earth. As a reminder, stars are at such great distance from the earth, that their light reaches all 

points on the earth’s surface (where they may be seen) in parallel rays.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As I have demonstrated previously, the geometry of the diagram dictates that the angle made between the local hori-

zon and the light ray from the north star that lands at the observers feet (AKA the “altitude” of the north star) must be 

equal to the latitude, (ϴ), of the observer (parallel lines cut by a linear transversal create equal corresponding angles). 

For a more formal geometric proof, refer to my prior paper “Determination of the Length of the Year Using Solar Alti-

tude Measurements,” wherein this is described in greater detail.  

Now, imagine a solid right circular cone situated at the observers feet in such manner that the point of the cone is 

oriented south along the local meridian, the cone lays flat on one edge, and the flat base is oriented north. Let the 

cone be so constructed that the axis of symmetry of the cone makes an angle to the observer’s local horizon plane 
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equal to (ϴ), his latitude. From the next diagram, note that when all of these conditions are met, the axis of sym-

metry of the cone is parallel to the earth’s axis and the round “base” of the cone is parallel with the plane of the 

equator.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Orienting our view, now, from the north looking down we may see how, if the cone is made to rotate about its axis 

of symmetry (NOT “roll” from side to side on the ground, but rotate on its axis in–place) in the opposite direction to 

the earth’s direction of rotation and at the same rate of speed, the relative position of the cone with respect to the 

stars remains unchanged. Note, in the drawing, how a reference radius painted on the circular surface of the cone 

rotating as described maintains constant orientation to the star in the drawing. 

θ θ 
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By selectively removing material from the cone, various equatorial mounts are made. In the next diagram, note how 

a part of the cone is removed by cutting through the cone to create a platform that lies parallel to the ground plane. 

It is this parabolic cut section that creates the equatorial platform.  
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Note how, by removing part of the cone, we have removed its physical axis. The remainder of the cone may still be 

made to rotate about the imaginary axis of the imaginary cone of which it is part by supporting the curved outer 

surface of the section with stationary roller bearings. It is the missing physical axis of rotation that makes this mount 

so hard to understand. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Note that Eastlake, Ohio has a latitude of 41.5° 

Some projections shown above.  
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The cut surface of the cone need not remain a parabola, but may take any shape desired, so long as it rides on the 

two circular sectors and they maintain the appropriate angle to the ground. 
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The Build: 

My equatorial platform was made from the following parts and supplies: 

 Three ¾” fir plywood sheets from Lowes. ($20.00 x 3 = $60.00) 

 Wood screws ($5.00) 

 West System Marine 2–part epoxy resin to which was added microfiber thickener to bring it to the con-

sistency of peanut butter for use in strengthening the wooden joints. (Resin: 105-A $47.99, Hardener: 

205-A $24.99, Mini pump set: #300 $16.99, Microfibers adhesive filler: #403 $29.99 – Epoxy Grand Total 

$119.96). ANY two-part epoxy resin will do. Much cheaper varieties are available. I had left overs from a 

wooden sailboat I built. 

 3 roller bearings from Ashland Conveyor Products (an Ohio Company). ($119.39 for 3 including shipping) 

 A timing pulley set purchased from EBay from a Chinese manufacturer (“CNC Machine XL 60 10 teeth 

timing pulley Belt Set Kit Reducer ratio 6:1”). I had to specify the axle hole diameters as 5mm & 10mm 

for the small wheel and large wheel respectively. ($21.49 with free shipping from China) 

 Two steel rods: 5mm and 10mm to match the timing pulley wheels ($14.79 and $43.24 = $58.03) ridicu-

lously overpriced! 

 A NEMA 17 stepper motor with a 100:1 planetary gearbox (has an 8 mm drive shaft). ($31.00) 

 A mounting bracket for the motor ($3.53) 

 A 5mm to 8mm Flexible Jaw Coupling ($7.14). Used to couple the short motor 8mm shaft to the 5mm 

steel rod to which the 5mm ID timing belt pulley wheel was affixed. 

 A bunch of 1” OD black rubber O–rings from Harbor Freight Tools. A thick piece of waste wood was 

bored with a 1.5” deep, 1” diameter hole, into which a stack of 1” O–rings were a perfect fit. The hole 

was filled to the brim with O-rings, taking care that the bottom–most O–ring had a circular masking tape 

bottom to prevent the epoxy sticking, and then the cavity was filled with epoxy resin. Once hardened, 

the wood form was removed and the 1” diameter drive wheel with epoxy center and rubber exterior 

was bored out to accept a central drive shaft of 10 mm diameter to ride on the same shaft as the large 

timing belt wheel. 

 An Arduino Uno Microcontroller ($14.99 at Radio Shack) with power cable ($1.95), and a Seeed Motor 

Shield–V2 ($19.50) which piggy backs onto the Arduino. You have to download the free Arduino pro-

gramming software to write the program to control the stepper motor, and download it to the Arduino. 

Grand total for supplies: $461.98  

Cost to purchase complete platform online: $1750.00 

Savings: $1288.02! (Could do for $75.00 cheaper with less pricey epoxy)  
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Drive train on right front. 

Roller Bearings positioned perpendicular to the plane of the circular sectors of 
the platform. Note the two small, spherical blocking bearings at bottom left. 
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The Arduino microcontroller with the piggybacked motor controller, at left, is 
programmed to run the NEMA 17 stepper motor at the calculated speed. 

The 1” drive wheel had to be custom made with O-rings and epoxy, and then a 
tap and die were used to place a setscrew to lock it onto the 10mm steel axle. 
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Epoxy & microfiber fillets were made to help ensure structural integrity of 
joints at odd angles, which are very difficult to secure with screws alone. 

The upright platform. The base of my giant Dobsonian fits within the margins 
of the trapezoidal shape. 
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The platform shown in place, resting on the bearings and drive wheel. 
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My homemade Dobsonian is quite heavy owing to my ¼” thick custom-made paper tube. My platform had to be 

built to withstand this load. The downside to over-engineering the platform is that it now added significant height 

(10”) to an already tall telescope. Online mounts for sale are available in much lower profile. They use some unique 

parts, which were not available to me.  

Drive Train & Microcontroller Code  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The mathematics of the platform drive train is as follows. Refer to the above drive train diagram, and the preceding 

parts list. 

Since the earth turns 360 degrees in 24 hours, the platform will need to turn at the same rate, in the opposite di-
rection. Since the drive wheel works against the larger of the two circular sectors, it is the larger sector’s measure-
ments we will use for calculation purposes.  
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The larger circular sector is a part of a circle with a circumference of: 

C = 2πR 

The drive wheel has a circumference of: 

c = 2πr 

 

Dividing C by c gives the number of times the drive wheel must turn, to turn the large wheel just once. 

Gear ratio = C/c  = 2πR/2πr  = R/r 
 

Now: 

360°/24 hr. 

is: 

360°/(24*60) min. 

or: 

0.25°/min.     (Rotational speed of large sector) 

 

To calculate rotational speed for the smaller drive wheel use the gear ratio: 

(0.25°/min.) * (R/r)   (Rotation speed of the drive wheel) 

Multiply by the conversion factor:   

(1 revolution/360°)  
 

To arrive at RPM for the drive wheel: 

[(0.25°/min.) * (R/r)] * (1 revolution/360°) = (0.25R)/(360r) RPM  
 

This is the RPM required of the small drive wheel. 
 

By way of example, for my platform, R = 23.677 and r=0.5” resulting in 0.0329 for the RPM. This is far too slow a 
speed to smoothly run my stepper motor, so directly attaching the 0.5” radius drive wheel to the axle of the stepper 
is out of the question. Also the torque of the stepper’s output is quite low. For these reasons, we wish to run the 
stepper faster, and use gears to slow the motion so as to achieve the requisite RPM of the drive wheel. I was able to 
find a 100:1 ratio gearbox for my stepper. Multiplying the above formula by this 100:1 ratio: 

 (0.25R)/(360r)*100 = RPM motor with 100:1 gearbox 

This is the required RPM of the motor to run the drive wheel at the appropriate rate via the 100:1 gearbox. In my 
case, this brings the RPM up to 3.288. This still results in motion that is too discontinuous, but the torque is much 
magnified (by 100 times!) 

I was able to find the timing pulley and 6:1 gear pair specified in the above parts list, that further slows the overall 
output allowing me to run the motor faster for a given output RPM, and much increasing torque (by another factor 
of 6): 

(0.25R)/(360r)*100*6 = RPM motor with 100:1 gearbox and 6:1 timing pulley 

 

Note: This is the solar rate.  

How would the sidereal or 

lunar rate differ? Would it 

matter? 
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In the most general sense, use the gear ratios for the specific gearbox and timing pulley system you use, where G 
means “gear ratio”: 

(0.25R)/(360r)*Gmotor gearbox*Gtiming pulley   

 
In my specific case, this results in an RPM of 19.731 for the motor, which results in very smooth motion of the tele-
scope and extraordinary torque. The resulting platform is able to move my very heavy, homemade f/10, 10” tele-
scope without any difficulty, powered only by the 5V USB port on the computer! 

With my motor running at this RPM, my platform turns at the requisite slower rate of 360°/24hr. (half as fast as the 
hour hand of a clock!) 

The microcontroller is programmed via a USB connection to the computer on which is running the free Arduino pro-
gramming software. Once the program is up-loaded to the Arduino, the microcontroller will execute the code auto-
matically whenever it is powered up. Power supply is any 5V source, including a computer USB port, battery pack, 
portable computer battery charger, or iPhone wall charger.  

Note the motor connections in the following diagram. From the left: RED, BLUE, GREEN, and BLACK. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above: Arduino microcontroller and Seeed motor controller piggybacked on top. 5V power may be supplied from 
either of the two front facing sockets. Once programmed, the unit is autonomous. 
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Following is the Arduino programming code to run the stepper motor for those interested in recapitulating my 
efforts: 

//Telescope Equatorial Platform Motor Control. Updated 2017. Based on my specific equatorial  

//platform Dimensions. See notebooks.  

//George Trimble 

#include <Stepper.h> 

// Change the following value to the number of steps per turn for the motor. 

//This is calculated from (360 degrees)/(step angle in degrees). For my device:  

//360/1.8 = 200 

#define STEPS 200 

// Create an instance of the stepper class, specifying 

// the number of steps of the motor and the pins its 

// attached to. 

Stepper stepper(STEPS, 8, 11, 12, 13);  

void step(int steps) 

{ 

     digitalWrite(9, HIGH); 

     digitalWrite(10, HIGH); 

     stepper.step(steps); 

     digitalWrite(9, LOW); 

     digitalWrite(10, LOW); 

 } 

void setup() 

{ 

// Set the speed of the motor to setSpeed(x) RPMs. 

    pinMode(9, OUTPUT); 
     pinMode(10, OUTPUT); 
     digitalWrite(9, LOW); 
     digitalWrite(10, LOW); 
     stepper.setSpeed(19.731);  

//This is RPM! Change this depending on what radius, r, drive wheel you use. 
 //NOTE: for drive wheel radius of r inches, and large circular sector 
 //radius, R, RPM will be: 0.416666*R/r (assumes the two gear ratios 100:1 & 6:1)  

} 
 
void loop() 

{ 

    step(1);  

//Positive 1 if clockwise, negative 1 if counterclockwise.  
 //(as viewed with the output shaft facing away from you.) 
 //You may, alternatively, change the rotation direction by  
 //reversing the red and blue wires leading to motor driver. 

} 

// END FILE 
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A st r o p h oto g r a p h y  

Springtime Astronomy - Galactic Imagery 

By David Mihalic 

“Springtime is of course galaxy season.”  That is how I started a previous article by the same title in the Spring of 

2014. I remember lamenting the need for large apertures to obtain decent views of these very large DSOs that ap-

pear so small due to their great distances. My modest 8” SCT only does well with the brighter and apparently larger 

galaxies. So I rely on astrophotography to provide detailed galactic viewing. 

Through the half-meter Dall-Kirkham that I rent time on, I can definitely do some justice to our galactic neighbors. 

My past efforts at processing galaxy images were not always the very best due to a couple of my own failings, (1) 

only imaging one set of FITS and (2) my limited image processing skills. 

I am now in a position to improve on both of those shortcomings. I have yet to really get on the ball with obtaining 

multiple exposures, but my processing skills have gone up a notch. I hope in the coming years to improve on both 

counts. 

So I present here some new and, old and improved galaxy images. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P r es i d e n t ’s  Co r n e r  

By Marty Mullet 

Friends, 

As you may be aware, we are considering a major change to the way we conduct our monthly meetings. I would 

prefer to have more astronomy, astronomical presentations, and hands-on projects especially to help our newer 

members grow in the club and in the hobby. We will still keep the members apprised of all events and projects, but 

avoid menial items such as this month’s light bill. The bulk of our meeting time will be spent learning (and teaching) 

different aspects of astronomy. We strongly wish for your input into this change, and we won’t move ahead with-

out a consensus from the membership. Incidentally, if you aren’t aware of this change, perhaps it’s a sign you’re 

missing too many meetings! 
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A st r o p h oto g r a p h y  

Springtime Astronomy - Galactic Imagery (Cont.) 

 

This first picture demonstrates the importance of good sky conditions. This image was produced with only one set 

of FITS with a rather modest 0.35m SCT, a C-14. This image was taken from Dehesa, Chile. This just happened to be 

one of the best galaxy photos I’ve ever taken. The transparency was just perfect. 

Messier 83, aka the Southern Pinwheel, is a barred spiral galaxy located in the constellation Hydra, which has 

played host to six supernovae.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

M83 The Southern Pinwheel - 0.35m SCT at f/10 
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A st r o p h oto g r a p h y  

Springtime Astronomy - Galactic Imagery (Cont.) 

 

This next image is one of the great classics in astronomy, the Whirlpool galaxy with its smaller companion. Mon-

sieur Messier cataloged it as M51. The main galaxy is also categorized as NGC 5194 and the smaller as NGC 5195. A 

view through a medium aperture telescope from a suburban location is somewhat disappointing except for the 

thrill of seeing it for the first time! I’m sure a dark sky environment would produce some serious glints of structure. 

This interactive galactic pair is located in the constellation Canes Venatici.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

M51 (also NGC 5194/5195) - 0.5m Corrected Dall-Kirkham at f/6.8  
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A st r o p h oto g r a p h y  

Springtime Astronomy - Galactic Imagery (Cont.) 

 

There have been 3 supernovae discovered in M51, the most recent occurring in 2011. I managed to photograph 

that one.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Type II Supernova in M51 taken Jun 4, 2011 - Luminance only – 0.5m Corrected Dall-Kirkham at f6.8 
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A st r o p h oto g r a p h y  

Springtime Astronomy - Galactic Imagery (Cont.) 

 

One of the great spring time classics is the famed Leo Trio in, none other than, the constellation Leo. These guys are 

about 35 million light years away. I had to do a 2 image mosaic to fit these three into the same frame. In the next 

image we see (at the top) the so called Hamburger galaxy, NGC 3628 and Messiers 66 (left) and 65 (right) below. 

See image 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Leo Trio, 2 panel mosaic - 0.5m Corrected Dall-Kirkham at f6.8  
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A st r o p h oto g r a p h y  

Springtime Astronomy - Galactic Imagery (Cont.) 

 

My next photo is one of the most difficult I've processed. It is Messier 33, the Triangulum galaxy. The difficulty in 

processing arises from that fact that this galaxy does not have very well defined spiral arms. In order to do justice to 

imaging this galaxy, I did a 4 panel mosaic of it to improve resolution. In the photo below, many bright pink knots of 

nebulae are visible throughout the galactic structure. See image 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Messier 33 in Triangulum, 4 panel mosaic - 0.5m Corrected Dall-Kirkham at f6.8 
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A st r o p h oto g r a p h y  

Springtime Astronomy - Galactic Imagery (Cont.) 

 

I am going to wrap up this galactic show time with a look at a pair that everyone has viewed at one time or another 

either together or separately depending upon your field of view. Even in small apertures, these two are always a 

thrill to look at because of their high brightness levels. I am talking about M81 and M82. They are about 1 degree 

apart. I cannot fit them in my default FOV using my 8" SCT. But, if I use my 0.63 focal reducer, it's not a problem! 

Both of them are located in Ursa Major, when the trees aren't in the way on the Hill. 

Messier 81 is a gorgeous spiral galaxy viewed at about 3/4 of face-on. Of course you need at least 16" of aperture to 

begin to see any significant detail.  It is also known as Bode's galaxy since it was discovered by Johann Bode in 1774. 

With some experimental reprocessing, I was able to bring out much more detail in the spiral arms without overex-

posing the central core. See image 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Messier 81 - 0.5m Corrected Dall-Kirkham at f/6.8  
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A st r o p h oto g r a p h y  

Springtime Astronomy - Galactic Imagery (Cont.) 

 

Messier 82, also know as the Cigar galaxy, for obvious reasons, can be seen in the same FOV if you have about a 1 

degree field. It too was discovered Bode.  It is considered a starburst galaxy as, under extreme magnification, jets of 

material can be seen exiting from the galactic core. This activity is thought to be caused by its interactions with 

nearby Messier 81. See image 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Messier 82 - 0.5m Corrected Dall-Kirkham at f/6.8 
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Springtime Astronomy - Galactic Imagery (Cont.) 

 

On January 21 of 2014, a type Ia supernova was discovered in M82 It peaked at magnitude 10.5. Images 8 and 9 

below depict M82 before the supernova and with the supernova respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Messier 82 - 0.35m SCT at f/10 taken on 05/15/2013  

Messier 82 (with supernova)- 0.35m SCT at f/10 taken on 02/10/2014  
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Globular Clusters in Ophiuchus 
Compiled by Marty Mullet 

Catalog name              R.A.   Decl.       Mag.      Dia.  Comment              

NGC 6171           16 32.5      -13 03        7.9        13'      M-107 

NGC 6218            16 47.2     -01 57        6.7        16'   M-12     

NGC 6235                    16 53.4     -22 11      10.0           5'      

NGC 6254            16 57.1     -04 06         6.6       20'        M-10 

NGC 6266           17 01.2      -30 07         6.5       15'        M-62 

NGC 6273           17 02.6      -26 16         6.8       17'   M-19      

NGC 6284                   17 04.5   -24 46     8.8         6'     

NGC 6287                   17 05.2   -22 42     9.4         5'      

NGC 6293                   17 10.2   -26 35     8.2    8'    

NGC 6304                   17 14.5   -29 28     8.2    8'   

NGC 6316                   17 16.6   -28 08     8.4         5'   

NGC 6325                   17 18.0   -23 46    10.3         4'    

NGC 6333             17 19.2   -18 31     7.7      12'     M-9 

NGC 6342                   17 21.2   -19 35     9.6        4'    

NGC 6356                   17 23.6   -17 49     8.3      10'    

NGC 6355                   17 24.0   -26 21     9.1       4'      

NGC 6366                  17 27.7   -05 05      9.2    13'   

NGC 6402           17 37.6   -03 15     7.6       11'  M-14   

NGC 6401                  17 38.6   -23 55     9.4         5'        

NGC 6517                  18 01.8   -08 58      10.2        4'    

NGC 6535                  18 03.8   +00 18      10.5         3'   

NGC 6539                 18 04.8   -07 35   9.3         8'  

Challenge Objects 

Palomar 6  17 43.6  -26 13      11.6     2‘  

IC 1257                 17 27.1   -07 06     13.1         5' 

HP 1           17 31.1   -29 59     11.6         3'    ESO 455-11  

NGC 6426                  17 44.9   +03 10   11.0        4'      
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Comets, Meteors, and More at Screech Owl Hill Observatory, WV 

By George Gliba 

Lately, besides observing many prominent Deep Sky objects with the 20-inch F/5 Dobsonian, I  was able to see the 

Red Spot (orange) on Jupiter on a few occasions along with wonderful visual detail in the 8-inch F/8 Newtonian. 

Also, several beautiful double stars were seen during good seeing intervals. 

This time of year I often look at M104 (Sombrero Galaxy) in Virgo, which always looks great in almost any scope.  I 

can see why the CVAS decided to make it our official organization symbol over 50 years ago. Lynne also agrees with 

me that this galaxy is special and we both got some good looks of it during transparent nights. 

I observed my 105th different comet on March 21st from Screech Owl Hill Observatory in Mathias, West Virginia.  

That was comet 41P/Tuttle-Giacobini-Kresak (41P/ T-G-K).  It was around 7th magnitude with a 20′ in diameter and 

slightly elongated coma.  No tail was noticed.   Lynne and I watched it going through the bowl of the Big Dipper with 

12x63 binoculars for a few nights, while the Spring Peepers sang to us from a nearby pond. 

Later on March 29th we were lucky to have very good transparency and seeing to observe comet 41P/ T-G-K again.  

I could just glimpse the comet with the naked-eye. The coma was still around 20′ in diameter. I estimated it to be 

6.2 magnitude using the 5.7 and 6.4 comparison stars that were on the AAVSO (ab) chart for VW UMa. I used the 

12x63 binoculars to defocus the comp. stars to make the magnitude estimate.  My naked-eye LM was about 6.6.  

The comet was slightly brighter to the unaided eye. The comet was also only about 13.2 million miles from Earth 

then. This was the 29th comet that I have seen with the naked-eye since I saw comet Ikeya-Seki in 1965.   

Seeing 105 different comets in that time isn’t really that big of an accomplishment as I mostly went after only the 

brighter comets that were visible, but I am told that seeing 29 different comets with the naked-eye in 52 years is 

“Quite an achievement” according to noted comet observer Gram-Wolf of New Zealand, who mentioned this on the 

Sky and Telescope blog.  However, this was by far my faintest naked-eye comet observation. It was also near the 

Zenith, which helped.  I needed to first locate the comet with the binoculars before I could see it with the naked-eye 

because it was so near the naked-eye limit. 

On the night of April 27th I observed meteors from 03:30 to 4:30 UT.  I was able to see two or three medium speed 

meteors coming from an unknown possible radiant near the head of Draco.  I also was able to see two sporadics, 

and one anthelion meteor.  The LM was about 6.5 magnitude. The Lyrid meteor shower seemed to be over by then, 

as none were seen.  

Later that same night, I again observed comet 41P/ T-G-K.   It was located between gamma Draconis and Vega. 

Three nights later, it was observed again with the 12x63 binoculars four degrees from the star Vega. It was around 

8th magnitude and had a nearly round coma about 10’ in diameter.  

This comet was later seen from April 30th to May 2nd.  It was  about 8’x6’ in size and around 8.5 magnitude on May 

2nd.  A few nice sporadic meteors were also seen during this time period.  By May 2nd 41P/ T-G-K was only about 

three degrees from Vega, the queen of May nights, and visible in the same 12x63 binocular field.  It was a memora-

ble sight and my last observation of this comet. 
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Comets, Meteors, and More at Screech Owl Hill Observatory, WV (Cont.) 

Later in May, on the evening of the 25/26, I was able to observe SN 2017eaw and estimated it to be 12.6 magni-

tude.  It was fairly easy to see in an 8-inch SCT visually from Screech Owl Hill Observatory.  That was the 42nd SN 

that I have seen visually in 44 years.  This is the 3rd SN that I have seen in NGC 6946.  I have also seen three in M51, 

and two in M100 since 1974.  The galaxy NGC 6946 is nicknamed the  “Fireworks Galaxy”.  This nickname fits well 

because not only does it look like a fireworks pin wheel, but also because no less than 10 SN have been seen in this 

galaxy in 100 years.  Two other SN I saw here where 1980K and 2004et.  It was fairly easy to locate near the bright 

star eta Cephei.   This is right on the boarder between Cygnus and Cepheus. 

Also, on that same night and on May 26/27 we were able to see comet C/2015 V2 Johnson only ~2 to 3 degrees 

from the lovely double star Izar in Bootes.  It was around 7.5  magnitude and had a stellar pseudo-nucleus that was 

about 10th magnitude. The coma was about 15’ in extent and in the same field as Izar in 12x63 binoculars. With the 

20-inch Dobsonian Lynne and I saw a nice 3/4 degree dust tail.  While taking a pause from looking at this comet, a 

nice 3rd magnitude alpha Scorpid meteor with a wake was seen. It was a good way to end the night, and a subtle 

reminder that summer isn’t too far away.  This was my 106th different comet.  

 

Eastern Sky at Twilight 

A view of the eastern sky a few minutes after sunset at the Holden Arboretum in May. The bottom of the clouds are 

in a shadow cast from tall trees along the western horizon. The cloud tops are still in direct sunlight. This snapshot 

merely hints at the remarkable intensity of the actual colors. The view changed fast though as twilight deepened, 

and soon all the clouds appeared gray.  – R. Baker 
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By Dan Rothstein 

This month’s questions: 

1. Where was John Hill’s constellation Aranea,  a creature common in the summer grass? 

2. Locate and describe Ramus Pomifer. 

3. What and where in the sky is the BenBen? 

4. These two obsolete constellations occupied some of the same area of the sky at different times. The first was invent-

ed by Kirch (see #4 below), and the second a century later by Maximilian Hell, both honoring different German no-

bles. Later both were swept back into our cosmic river. 

Answers to last issue’s questions: 

1. Several cultures of Australian Aborigines identified the emu with the Coal Sack, which is mostly in our constellation 

of Crux, overlapping into Centaurus and Mensa, a 7x5°region between the pointers (α and β Centauri) and the false 

cross, or between Acrux and the Jewel Box Cluster. It is the head of the emu, the most widely accepted constellation 

of the aboriginal world. The entire emu consists of dark clouds of the Milky Way rather than stars. You can see the 

round shape of the head and the protruding beak with the star BZ Crucis (and NGC 4609) as the emu’s eye. The body 

can be traced out by the dust clouds of the Milky Way which stretch to the north east into the galactic bulge in Scor-

pius and Sagittarius. The body is thickest near ε and λ Scorpius where the dark patches are the largest. The body nar-

rows near 36 Oph and 3 Sag, ending at µ Scorpius, with the legs hanging down northward, reaching as far as ε Lupi 

and γ Norma. The amount of the emu visible above the horizon varies with the season and the mating cycle of the 

emu. In January it is below the horizon, rising in February, with little visible in the summer heat when the waterholes 

are dried out. In March the emu female is seen running, chasing the males before mating. Only in April and May, 

after the egg-laying season, is the full emu visible. Then the male sits on the nest incubating the eggs, an important 

aboriginal food source, only the upper part visible by June and July, lasting while the waterholes are filled with the 

winter rains. By November the full waterholes start drying up, the emu departing the empty waterhole to reappear 

again in February. In other aboriginal legends an evil spirit inhabits the coal sack, flinging fireballs to destroy the 

world if sacred laws are broken (possibly related to the Centaurid meteor shower, which radiate from near the point-

ers). In other aboriginal tales this region is the top of a giant pine tree, which can be climbed to the sky. In Bolivia this 

asterism is also a bird, the rhea. In Incan stories this area is the llama in the sky, the pointers being its eyes. Another 

is that in a fit of anger the God Atagudru kicked the Milky Way, knocking out a fragment, which became the Small 

Magellanic Cloud, leaving a black mark behind.  

2. John Hill’s Dentalium, is a shelled mollusk. It’s name comes from the Latin dentis, or tooth, from the resemblance it 

bears to the tusk of an animal. It is part of a large genus of tooth or tusk shelled mollusks, whose conical, curved, 

whitish shells look like a miniature hollow elephant tusk, which is open at both ends, enclosing the tissue of the mol-

lusk. The foot of the creature extends from the wide end, burrowing into the seafloor sediment with the narrow end 

upward. Hill’s constellation is placed between Aquarius, Delphinis, and Capricorn. The wide open west end begins at 

69, 70, and 71 Aquarius, on the opposite side of the celestial equator from Delphinis, pointing toward Antinous (the 

south part of Aquila). It narrows and curves gently south above the hand of Aquarius, then bends north again toward 

the head of Aquarius, including 3, 4, and T, ending with the narrow end at 21 Aqr, just north of Sadalsuud (β).  
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3. In the Hawaiian mythology the asterism of the fishhook is our modern group of Scorpius. In the Hawaiian legends 

Maui was one of the many demigods (son of a god and a woman). He was a powerful trickster god, responsible for 

creating the Pacific islands. It is part of the one of the 4 major star lines called Maniakalani. Maui had received this 

sacred fishhook from his father Akalana, or in other versions he fashioned it from his grandmother’s jawbone. He is 

sent fishing by his father along with his brothers in their outrigger canoe to catch the giant ulua fish Pimoe. This was 

difficult because if one were to look at Pimoe, the fish would die instantly and turn into solid land (a metaphor for 

discovering new islands). He cast out the hook and instructed his brothers that whatever he caught with it, they were 

to continue paddling and never look back. Pimoe grabbed the line and Maui asked his brothers to paddle harder 

while he pulled the line. As Maui pulled, one rock after another was pulled off the sea bottom. Becoming tired, 

Maui’s brothers turned around to see what he had caught, the line snapped and the fish died. He complained that if 

they hadn’t looked the islands they had created (that they now live upon) could have been a great land. These be-

came the Hawaiian Islands. The New Zealand natives have a similar story about their land. Maui pulled the great 

hook out of the land and threw it into the sky where it became the fishhook, known today as Scorpius. It includes 

most of the naked eye stars from δ and β (Graffis) in the head, through Antares, down to ζ where it turns east and 

then north, ending at λ (Shaula, the tip of the hook). The starry fishhook is embedded in a dark space in the Milky 

Way, appearing to pull the great fish of the Milky Way behind it across the sky. The point of the hook appears to be 

embedded in a dark patch between two star clouds which form the head and jaws of the celestial fish. Maui is also 

said to have used the fishhook to pull the islands closer together. Another feat he is supposed to have accomplished 

is to raise the sky so that it wouldn’t fall on a girl, which was preventing her from doing her chores. With the help of 

his brothers he caught the sun in a net and beat it with his magic jawbone, leaving the sun bruised and limping slow-

ly, lengthening the hours of daylight for the people to cook, tend their gardens, and make cloth. 

4. Gladii Electorales Saxonici, or the Crossed Swords of the Elector of Saxony, was an invention of the German publisher 

and astronomer Gottfried Kirch (1639-1710). He lived in Brandenburg, a leading military force, political power, and 

center of culture in central Europe. Berlin was inside its borders, which had an Academy of Sciences and an observa-

tory, of which Kirch was appointed the Director in 1700 (unfortunately he died before it officially opened). He made 

beautiful maps of the individual constellations for northern Germany’s first scientific journal Acta Eruditorum. He is 

also known for his discovery of changes in the second known long-period variable star Chi Cygni (Mira was the first). 

In 1684 he placed it between Boötes, Virgo, Libra, and Serpens Caput. It represents two crossed swords, which had 

been incorporated into the coat of arms of Saxony by the Holy Roman Emperor in 1356, persisting in the flag of Saxo-

ny until 1952. The point where the swords cross is very near the bright edge-on spiral galaxy NGC 5746. Kirch ob-

tained support from the Elector of Saxony Johann George III, Holy Roman Emperor Leopold I, and King John III of Po-

land. To curry favor of the Elector, he took 9 unattached stars  and not-so-subtly re-labelled them to spell out his 

patron’s name: J,o,h,a,n,G,e,o,r,g  for HD123224, 109 and 110 Vir, 5 and 10 Ser, HD126129 and HD126248, 11 and 16 

Lib respectively. Kirch published his invention in the same edition of the Acta that Hevelius’ Scutum Sobiescianum 

appeared. The two constellations were published side-by-side, although they were unrelated. Kirch worked for a 

while with Hevelius and probably got the idea of creating a constellation to flatter a patron from him. Scutum sur-

vived, but Hevelius discarded the swords, not including them in his atlas. Neither did anyone else, sealing their fate.  
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New Research 

Two new research papers written by CVAS  member Tony Mallama were recently posted to arXiv.org. The abstracts 

and full papers can be freely obtained by visiting the website. 

The first, "The geometric magnitude and albedo for the globe of Saturn", was written with help from Hristo Pavlov. 

This was a small supplement to the results published in the Icarus paper referenced in the winter issue of The Valley 

Skywatcher 54-1. The new values are derived only from observations recorded when the rings were edge-on. Thus 

the globe alone contributed to brightness and there was no interference from the rings. The URL is http://arxiv.org/

abs/1701.00256. 

The second, "The spherical bolometric albedo of planet Mercury", is a refinement to the planet's bolometric albedo 

derived from the MESSENGER mission. A somewhat higher value was found due to greater planetary reflectivity in 

the near-IR, which the MESENGER team did not consider. One of their scientists reviewed the paper and concurred 

with the new result. That URL is https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.02670. 

General Information 

The CVAS website has information about upcoming astronomy events and activities in our area. There is a host 

of astronomy-related information, and links to interesting and useful sites.  Send comments and suggestions to the 

webmaster, Russ Swaney 

The Valley Skywatcher has a long tradition as the official publication of the Chagrin Valley Astronomical Society. 

All material in this issue has been written and provided by individuals within our membership community. The CVAS 

welcomes original articles and material from all members and friends, and this journal provides a unique opportuni-

ty to share interests.  Published quarterly, the next issue will be available in July. If you would like to contribute ma-

terial to the publication please contact the editor, Ron Baker 

Recent issues of The Valley Skywatcher are available on our website here. 

 

R e f l ec t i o n s  

The introduction of a “luminiferous ether” will prove to be superfluous inasmuch as the view here to be developed 

will not require an “absolutely stationary space” provided with special properties, nor assign a velocity-vector to a 

point of the empty space in which electromagnetic processes take place. 

Albert Einstein 

On The Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies 

June 30, 1905 
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